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Cosmic Acceleration
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Mounting Evidence

WMAP 5-year Cosmological Interpretation 29

Fig. 11.— Constraint on the time-independent (constant) dark energy equation of state, w, and the present-day dark energy density, !!,
assuming a flat universe, !k = 0 (§ 5.2). Note that we have imposed a prior on w, w > !2.5. (Left) Joint two-dimensional marginalized
distribution of w and !k. The contours show the 68% and 95% CL. The WMAP-only constraint (light blue) is compared with WMAP+HST
(gray), WMAP+BAO (red), WMAP+SN (dark blue), and WMAP+BAO+SN (purple). This figure shows how powerful a combination
of the WMAP data and the current SN data is for constraining w. (Middle) One-dimensional marginalized constraint on w for a flat
universe from WMAP+HST (gray), WMAP+BAO (red), and WMAP+SN (dark blue). The WMAP+BAO+SN result (not shown) is
essentially the same as WMAP+SN. (Right) One-dimensional marginalized constraints on !! for a flat universe from WMAP+HST (gray),
WMAP+BAO (red), and WMAP+SN (dark blue). The WMAP+BAO+SN result (not shown) is essentially the same as WMAP+SN.
See Fig. 12 for the constraints on w for non-flat universes. Note that neither BAO nor SN alone is able to constrain w: they need the
WMAP data for lifting the degeneracy. Note also that BAO+SN is unable to lift the degeneracy either, as BAO needs the sound horizon
size measured by the WMAP data.

Fig. 12.— Joint two-dimensional marginalized constraint on the time-independent (constant) dark energy equation of state, w, and the
curvature parameter, !k (§ 5.3). Note that we have imposed a prior on w, w > !2.5. The contours show the 68% and 95% CL. (Left)
The WMAP-only constraint (light blue; 95% CL) compared with WMAP+BAO+SN (purple; 68% and 95% CL). This figure shows how
powerful the extra distance information from BAO and SN is for constraining !k and w simultaneously. (Middle) A blow-up of the left
panel, showing WMAP+HST (gray), WMAP+BAO (red), WMAP+SN (dark blue), and WMAP+BAO+SN (purple). This figure shows
that we need both BAO and SN to constrain !k and w simultaneously: WMAP+BAO fixes !k, and WMAP+SN fixes w. (Right) The
same as the middle panel, but with the BAO prior re-weighted by a weaker BAO prior from the SDSS LRG sample (Eisenstein et al.
2005). The BAO data used in the other panels combine the SDSS main and LRG, as well as the 2dFGRS data (Percival et al. 2007). The
constraints from these are similar, and thus our results are not sensitive to the exact form of the BAO data sets. Note that neither BAO
nor SN alone is able to constrain w or !k: they need the WMAP data for lifting the degeneracy. Note also that BAO+SN is unable to lift
the degeneracy either, as BAO needs the sound horizon size measured by the WMAP data.

that is tilted with respect to the WMAP+BAO line.
The WMAP+BAO and WMAP+SN lines intersect
at !k ! 0 and w ! "1, and the combined con-
straints are "0.0179 < !k < 0.0081 (95% CL) and
"0.14 < 1 + w < 0.12 (95% CL).46 It is remarkable
that the limit on !k is as good as that for a vacuum
energy model, "0.0178 < !k < 0.0066 (95% CL). This
is because the BAO and SN yield constraints on !k and
w that are complementary to each other, breaking the
degeneracy e"ectively.

46 The 68% limits are !k = !0.0049+0.0066
!0.0064 and w =

!1.006+0.067
!0.068 (WMAP+BAO+SN).

These limits give the lower bounds to the curvature
radii of the observable universe as Rcurv > 33 h!1Gpc
and Rcurv > 22 h!1Gpc for negatively and positively
curved universes, respectively.

Is the apparent “tension” between the WMAP+BAO
limit and the WMAP+SN limit in Fig. 12 the signa-
ture of new physics? We have checked this by the BAO
distance scale out to z = 0.35 from the SDSS LRG sam-
ple, obtained by Eisenstein et al. (2005), instead of the
z = 0.2 and z = 0.35 constraints based on the combi-
nation of SDSS LRGs with the SDSS main sample and
2dFGRS (Percival et al. 2007). While is it not an inde-
pendent check, it does provide some measurement of the

Komatsu et al. 2008

Remarkable 
convergence towards 
that special point

w = !1
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Many Probes

• Weak Lensing: distortion of light through galaxies 
and clusters, measures MASS not LIGHT

• Galaxy Cluster: measure density and distribution 
of galaxy clusters. ang. distance vs z, expansion, 
growth of structure

• Gamma ray bursts and Gravitational waves from 
coalescing binaries as standard candles

As well as by now`text book’ Type IA Supernovae, 
BAO and CMB:

(Binetruy Talk)

(Refregier Talk)

(Vanderveld Talk)

(see e.g. Cunha 0904.1589)
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Knocked of the top spot?

6 Sollerman, Mörtsell, Davis, Blomqvist, et al.

Fig. 3.— Constraints for the flat generalized Chaplygin gas
(FGCh). From the constraints in this analysis, this model cannot
be excluded. The dashed-dotted ! = 0 line corresponds to param-
eters that match the ! model (with "m = 1!A), and these do not
match the combination with the MLCS fit data. The best MLCS
fit is at ! = !0.4, A = 0.55, which is far from the ! = 0.0, A = 0.7
that represents the best fit to the F! model. This is di#erent from
the analysis of D07 when the best fits were acquired for parameter
values that mimic the cosmological constant. The combined con-
straints from the SALT-II SNe (dashed) are more consistent with
F! values.

• The simple, flat, cosmological-constant model (F!)
favored by D07 is no longer on top of the ranking
list in Table 2. This can of course be understood
from Figure 1. Instead, the model favored by both
"BIC and "AIC is the flat DGP model that was
unsupported by previous studies. In Figure 2 we
can see the constraints on the DGP model from the
new data and analysis. These are very di#erent
from the case presented by D07. The change is
driven by the new SN data, and is exacerbated by
the way we now combine the CMB/BAO and SN
constraints (i.e. omitting CMB-R).

• The flat dark-energy model (Fw) may still be a vi-
able model for this new dataset in terms of "IC.
However, in Figure 1 we see that the most likely
value from the combined dataset is w = !0.83 ±
0.24 (95% confidence level [C.L.] for one parame-
ter). For this model, the value of $m = 0.31±0.06.
Including CMB-R as in Figure 1, which is viable
for this model, gives w = !0.79 ± 0.13. This o#-
set from w = !1 is clearly a feature of the new
MLCS analysis of the combined supernova dataset
(see also K09). The more general Fwa model gives
the best-fit value of w0 = !0.73± 0.38, while there
are no useful constraints on the time varying com-
ponent of w(a).

• Models such as the generalized Chaplygin gas were
found by D07 to be good fits to the data only
when their parameters mimicked a cosmological
constant. The new best fits instead fall in regions
of parameter space that do not correspond to the
cosmological constant. This is, for example, shown
for the flat generalized Chaplygin gas in Figure 3.

The Cardassian expansion model is not very well

TABLE 2
Information-Criteria Results for MLCS

Model "2/ dof GoF (%) $AIC $BIC $$AICRv

FDGP 233.3 / 288 99.21 0.0 0.0 !2.3
! 233.2 / 287 99.12 1.9 5.6 0.0
DGP 233.2 / 287 99.12 2.0 5.6 0.4
FGCh 233.3 / 287 99.11 2.1 5.7 0.3
Ch 233.4 / 287 99.10 2.1 5.8 !1.7
Fw 233.5 / 287 99.09 2.2 5.9 0.5
Fwa 233.1 / 286 99.03 3.8 11.1 1.9
w 233.2 / 286 99.02 3.9 11.2 1.0
Ca 233.2 / 286 99.02 3.9 11.2 0.7
GCh 233.2 / 286 99.01 3.9 11.3 0.9
F! 237.3 / 288 98.70 4.0 4.0 4.0
LTBg 235.5 / 286 98.69 6.2 13.6 4.2
LTBs 237.6 / 286 98.31 8.3 15.7 6.8
FCh 257.6 / 288 90.09 24.3 24.3 13.2

Note. — For our SN sample analyzed with MLCS plus
CMB/BAO, the FDGP model is preferred by both the AIC and
the BIC. The $AIC and $BIC values for all other models in the
table are then measured with respect to these lowest values. The
goodness of fit (GoF) approximates the probability of finding a
worse fit to the data. The models are given in order of increasing
$AIC. The final $$AICRv column simply displays the di#erence
in ranking when using di#erent priors in the MLCS supernova
analysis, as described in Section 4.1.1.

constrained but also in this case the best fit does
not match the F! model. This agrees with the
poorer rating of the cosmological-constant model
in the present investigation.

• The only model that is very strongly unsupported
compared to the other models is the flat Chaply-
gin gas.

In addition to the contour plots, we provide in Figure 4
a Hubble diagram displaying a selection of the discussed
models. This representation o#ers perhaps a less abstract
way to judge the models. Note that the best-fit models
are in the upper panel of Figure 4 constrained both by the
SNe Ia and the CMB/BAO, i.e., the model parameters
are not optimized for a supernova Hubble diagram.

4.1.1. Changing the MLCS Priors

The MLCS light-curve fitter used by K09 is an updated
version of the MLCS used by Wood-Vasey et al. (2007,
hereafter WV07). The new features include in particular
new priors and an updated treatment of extinction. As
shown by K09, this new treatment significantly changes
the best-fit w value for the Fw model, and this is not a
feature of the new SDSS-II SN dataset.

To illustrate how these parameters within MLCS a#ect
our cosmology ranking we have also performed calcula-
tions for an alternative set of assumptions. Following the
discussion in K09 (their Section 10.1.4 and Fig. 32) we
start with the WV07 prior and then implement all of the
cumulative changes up to (but not including) the point
where K09 also change RV from the typical Milky Way
value of 3.1 to the lower value of RV = 2.2. This is of
course a rather arbitrary choice of parameter changes,
and is just meant to illustrate how di#erent MLCS as-
sumptions and implementations a#ect the fits to the
Hubble diagram for the models tested in this paper. This
particular choice corresponded to an o#set in w of ! 0.1
for the Nearby+ESSENCE+SNLS dataset analyzed us-
ing the Fw model according to K09 (their Fig. 32). We

Using SDSS-II Supernovae to Test Exotic Cosmologies 3

Although R has been commonly used to constrain non-
standard models, this approach may not always be en-
tirely appropriate, because parameters close to standard
wCDM were assumed in deriving the value of R (see,
e.g., Section 5.4.1 of Komatsu et al. 2009; Kowalski et al.
2008, Section 6). We will therefore use R only for the
wCDM model for which it was derived. The resulting fit
is of interest because it can reveal any tension between
the BAO/CMB and the supernova constraints. As will
be further discussed below, !CDM is not a good fit to
the data when MLCS is used for the SN analysis, and this
motivates our search for better fits among non-standard
models.

We therefore instead perform an analysis withoutR for
all the models. In doing this, we use only the product of
the acoustic scale !A with the position of the BAO peak
(Section 2.3) to complement the SN data.

2.3. Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

As with the CMB, there are several parameters in com-
mon use for comparing BAO observations to theoretical
models. The most immediately observable of these is a
measurement of the ratio of the sound horizon scale at
the drag epoch, rs(zd), to the dilation scale, DV (z). The
drag epoch, zd ! 1020, is the epoch at which the acoustic
oscillations are frozen in.

A more model-independent constraint can be achieved
by multiplying the BAO measurement of rs(zd)/DV (z)
with the CMB measurement !A = "dA(z!)/rs(z!), thus
cancelling some of the dependence on the sound horizon
scale.

Percival et al. (2009) measured rs(zd)/DV (z) at two
redshifts, z = 0.2 and z = 0.35, finding rs(zd)/DV (0.2) =
0.1905± 0.0061 and rs(zd)/DV (0.35) = 0.1097± 0.0036.
Combining this with !A gives the combined BAO/CMB-
!A constraints:

dA(z!)

DV (0.2)

rs(zd)

rs(z!)
=18.32 ± 0.59, (4)

dA(z!)

DV (0.35)

rs(zd)

rs(z!)
=10.55 ± 0.35.

This combination is equivalent to the Sk/DV combi-
nation used in Percival et al. (2007), but with the ratio
of the sound horizon at the two epochs made explicit.
Before matching to cosmological models we also need to
implement the correction for the di"erence between the
sound horizon at the end of the drag epoch, zd ! 1020,
and the sound horizon at last-scattering, z! ! 1090. The
first is relevant for the BAO, the second for the CMB,
and rs(zd)/rs(z!) = 1.044 ± 0.019 (using values from
Komatsu et al. 2009). Inserting this into Equation 4
gives the final constraints we use for the cosmology anal-
ysis:

dA(z!)

DV (0.2)
=17.55 ± 0.65, (5)

dA(z!)

DV (0.35)
=10.10 ± 0.38.

We take into account the correlation between these mea-
surements using the correlation coe#cient of 0.337 cal-
culated by Percival et al. (2009).

Fig. 1.— Flat dark-energy model (Fw): a flat universe with
constant w. The constraint from each of the observational probes is
shown by shaded contours. These are all 95% confidence intervals
for two parameters. Overlaid with black lines (95% and 99.9%
confidence intervals) are contours from combining CMB/BAO-!A,
CMB-R and SN constraints. The shaded contour labeled SN is
for the analysis using the MLCS light-curve fitter. In this plot we
have also added the CMB-R constraints, although these are not
included in the model selection. The dotted supernova contours
are using the SALT-II fits. For the SALT-II dataset the combined
contours are given by the dashed contours, and are clearly in better
agreement with the cosmological-constant value, w = !1, shown
by the dashed-dotted line.

The ratio of sound horizon distances between drag
epoch and last-scattering was calculated using the F!
model (see Table 1) for the evolution between those two
redshifts. We expect this to be a good approximation for
all the models we test here because the redshift di"erence
between the decoupling and the drag epoch is relatively
small, and the sound horizon at decoupling and drag is
mostly governed by the fractional di"erence between the
number of photons and baryons.

2.4. Combining the Datasets

To clarify how we combine the data, we show in Fig-
ure 1 our best fit to the data in the w"$m plane for a flat
universe with constant w (The Fw model, see Table 1).
The constraints from each of the observational probes are
shown by contours (according to the figure legend). In
this and in all similar figures, these are 95% confidence
intervals for two parameters. The supernova dataset fit-
ted with MLCS is shown by the shaded (red) contours,
while the SALT-II SN analysis is shown by the dotted
contours. The combined contours (95% and 99.9% con-
fidence intervals) are overlaid in black for MLCS and
by the dashed contours for SALT-II. In our calculations,
we are marginalizing over a common magnitude shift for
all SNe, thus allowing for arbitrary values of the Hub-
ble constant, H0, and the typical absolute magnitude of
SNe Ia.

This standard cosmology case is the only one for which
we also show the CMB-R constraint. The constraints
from the prescription for the BAO that we have imple-
mented, which also include the CMB-!A parameter, are
labeled CMB/BAO in the figures. Using this CMB/BAO
product cancels out some of the dependence on the sound
horizon size at last scattering. This thereby removes the

Sollerman et al. 0908.4276LCDM
Flat S.A.DGP
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Copernican principle

(Garcia-Bellido talk)

For the purposes of this talk, will assume 
universe is on average homogeneous and 

isotropic: i.e. Dark Energy is real

Alternative? 

Backreaction: Huge voids give appearance of 
effective negative equation of state

(Rasanen talk)
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The billion dollar question:

Is dark energy simply a cosmological constant, 
or does it have independent dynamics?

Unique amongst outstanding problems because it 
indicates a lack of understanding of low energy 
physics (new particles with masses many orders of 
magnitude lighter than neutrino)

md.e. ! 10!33eV
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Cosmological 
Conundrums
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Coincidence problem

!15 !10 !5 0 5 10

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0 radiation

matter

dark energy

!

u = ! log(1 + z)
0

Why does dark energy come to dominate today? 
around the time of structure formation?

Universe began accelerating about 
redshift z~0.4 and age 10 Gyr

!d.e.

!M
! a3

Also seems 
coincidental that 
visible and dark 
matter are only a few 
orders of magnitude 
away from each other 
today
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Cosmological constant 
problem version 1
!Why is       so un(technically) naturally small?

!!! =
8"G

3
!" !

!
m4

i ln(mi/µ)

me
4/ρ ~ 1036      mW

4/ρ ~ 1056 

Despite being most relevant operator:   most UV sensitive!

C.C. is leading ‘relevant operator’ in action for gravity

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
" 1

16!G
! +

1
16!G

R + LM

#

graviton

electron
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Cosmological constant 
problem version 2

Why doesn’t Lambda pick up a large contribution from 
Phase Transitions?

Potential energy of Higgs field

QCD condensate energy in presence of 
qqbar bilinears (chiral symmetry breaking) 

V ! (100GeV )4

V ! (100MeV )4

Even if we resolve zero-point fluctuations, 
we have to classically tune away these large contributions

Examples:

Friday, September 11, 2009



Categorizing Dark 
Energy Models
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Degrees of Freedom

Cosmological constant is the `unique’ large 
distance modification to GR that does not 
introduce any new degrees of freedom

Dynamical Models of Dark Energy will 
be distinguished by new d.o.f. (i.e. 
dynamical perturbations!)  

(Caveat: see later for 
attempts to get round this)

Most solutions of c.c. problem do 
introduce new degrees of freedom:
C.C. and dark energy go hand in hand
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Light degrees of 
freedom

These new degrees of freedom must necessarily by 
incredibly light!

Regardless of model: 
Dark Energy is a 
condensate or coherent 
state of many very light 
particles

But light particles are very highly constrained! Easy to 
excite! e.g. fifth forces, solar system, pulsar, 
nuclosynthesis constraints, equivalence principle etc.

md.e. ! 10!33eV
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Categorizing Dark Energy 
Models

For the purposes of this talk I shall
only consider 4D effective field theories

This basic fact suggests categorizing Dark Energy 
Models by asking the following question:

How can we hide light degrees 
of freedom?

But most of what I will say will also apply to higher D and 
alternative constructions (See Gabadadze Talk)
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Three ways to hide

• Three ways:

• Case I.  D.E. is very weakly coupled to (visible) matter

• Case II. D.E. is effectively weakly coupled in vicinity of matter

• Case III. D.E. is effectively massive in vicinity of (visible) matter

Weak coupling:   Fluctuates, but we don’t care!
Massive:             Doesn’t fluctuate, no perturbations

Friday, September 11, 2009



Case I: D.E. is very weakly coupled to 
(visible) matter

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
M2

pl

2
R" 1

2
(#!)2 " V (!)

#
+ Sm

This case is well known! Quintessence

Canonical Example: Scalar field with no direct coupling to matter

Dark energy contributes to the background evolution, and plays an 
indirect role in perturbations, additional isocurvature modes

Generalizable to many fields e.g. 
Assisted Quintessence

or to non-minimal kinetic terms
Kim et al. , astro-ph/0506076

Can tolerate a very small coupling (e.g. 
one protected by a shift symmetry)

Brax et al. 0904.3471

Armendariz-Picon et al. astro-ph/0006373

Armendariz-Picon et al. astro-ph/0004134
Friday, September 11, 2009



Case II. D.E. is effectively weakly coupled in 
vicinity of matter

Weak coupling is equivalent after field 
redefinition to having a large kinetic term

Can we come up with a mechanism by which 
we generate a large kinetic term? at least in the 
presence of matter

S =
!
!1

2
(!")2 + g" ÔSM =

!
! 1

2g2
(!"̃)2 + "̃ ÔSM

! = g!1!̃
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Case II: Generating a large kinetic term

Yes! If we allow in the action Irrelevant kinetic operators, 
Canonical example: 

Expanding around background 
solution, generates large kinetic term

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
"1

2
(!")2 " 1

!3
!"(!")2 +

"

Mpl
#

#

schematically:

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
" 1

2g2
(!")2 +

"

Mpl
#

#

!! ! "

Mpl

1
g2
! 1 +

!

!3Mpl
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Case II: Kinetic Chameleon (Vainshtein) effect

Large irrelevant operators sounds bad, 

  but allowed because  protected by symmetry (more later)

By construction, cannot distinguish between dark matter and 
dark energy 

   If this effect takes place becomes weakly coupled to everything

Referred to as strong coupling, 

but point is `effective’ coupling of `dressed’ field is weak!
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Case III. D.E. is effectively massive in vicinity of 
(visible) matter

rendered uninterestingly small. Since this stringent constraint only applies to
visible matter, many authors have relaxed the assumption of universal cou-
pling and explored models in which the scalar field only substantially interacts
with the dark matter [12–18].

A tantalizing alternative is that the apparent decoupling of the scalar field is
a local e!ect, owing to the large matter density of the solar system or pulsar
environment. While decoupled locally, the scalar field can have interesting
cosmological e!ects in the much sparser cosmic environment. There are only
two known ways to realize this idea.

The first mechanism, discussed in Sec. 2.1, is the chameleon e!ect [19–21]: by
adding a suitable potential, the scalar field acquires mass which depends on the
density. The mass is large in regions of high density, thereby suppressing any
long-range interactions. (Density-dependent e!ective couplings were initially
noted in a di!erent context [22].) Theories of f(R) gravity [23,24] rely on the
chameleon e!ect to ensure consistency with solar system tests [25,26].

An alternative mechanism, discussed in Sec. 2.3 is the Vainshtein e!ect, which
ensures the phenomenological viability of DGP [27] and Cascading Grav-
ity [28–30] models. In this case, the longitudinal graviton or brane-bending
mode acquires a large kinetic term in the vicinity of astrophysical objects and
therefore decouples.

2.1 Chameleon theories and f(R) models

Chameleon field theories generalize (2) to include a suitable scalar potential
V (!), whose properties will be discussed shortly:

Scham =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
M2

Pl

2
R" 1

2
("!)2 " V (!)

#

+ Smatter

$
g e2!"/MPl

%
. (3)

This action can be further generalized in various ways. One can generate vio-
lations of the Equivalence Principle by allowing di!erent couplings #i for the
various matter fields. One can also couple the chameleon to the electromag-
netic term, resulting in photon-chameleon mixing [31] and induced polarization
in the spectrum of astronomical objects [32]. For the purpose of this article,
however, we will stick to the simpler case of universal, conformal coupling. The
parameter # is implicitly assumed to be O(1), corresponding to gravitational-
strength coupling. Remarkably, it was pointed out in [33] that much larger
couplings are allowed by current constraints. However, one must be concerned
with an adiabatic instability arising in this case [34].

3

Chameleon Mechanism:

!

"!V(

effV ("!

"

M#""#""""""""!
Pl

exp(

Fig. 1. The chameleon e!ective potential Ve! (solid curve) is the sum of two contri-
butions: the actual potential V (!) (dashed curve), plus a density-dependent term
from its coupling to matter (dotted curve). Taken from [19].

Because of its coupling to matter fields, the scalar field is a!ected by ambient
matter density. For starters, consider a non-relativitistic perfect fluid with
homogeneous density !. In this medium, the dynamics of " are governed by
an e!ective potential

Ve!(") = V (") + ! e!"/MPl . (4)

And for suitably chosen V ("), this will have a minimum at some finite field
value "min, as illustrated in Fig. 1, with e!ective mass

m2
e! = V,""("min) +

#2

M2
Pl

! e!"/MPl . (5)

The general conditions on V (") are as follows [35]: (i) to balance the potential
against the density term, we must have V," < 0 over the relevant field range;
(ii) since V,"" typically gives the dominant contribution to the mass term,
stability requires V,"" > 0; (iii) the e!ective mass will increase with density
provided that V,""" < 0.

A prototypical potential satisfying all of these conditions is the inverse power-
law form, V (") = M4+n/"n, where n is some positive constant. This falls
within the class of tracker potentials relevant for quintessence models of dark
energy [36]. Assuming #" ! MPl, which will be the case for most situations
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Khoury and Weltman
astro-ph/0309411, astro-ph/0309300
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butions: the actual potential V (!) (dashed curve), plus a density-dependent term
from its coupling to matter (dotted curve). Taken from [19].

Because of its coupling to matter fields, the scalar field is a!ected by ambient
matter density. For starters, consider a non-relativitistic perfect fluid with
homogeneous density !. In this medium, the dynamics of " are governed by
an e!ective potential

Ve!(") = V (") + ! e!"/MPl . (4)

And for suitably chosen V ("), this will have a minimum at some finite field
value "min, as illustrated in Fig. 1, with e!ective mass

m2
e! = V,""("min) +

#2

M2
Pl

! e!"/MPl . (5)

The general conditions on V (") are as follows [35]: (i) to balance the potential
against the density term, we must have V," < 0 over the relevant field range;
(ii) since V,"" typically gives the dominant contribution to the mass term,
stability requires V,"" > 0; (iii) the e!ective mass will increase with density
provided that V,""" < 0.

A prototypical potential satisfying all of these conditions is the inverse power-
law form, V (") = M4+n/"n, where n is some positive constant. This falls
within the class of tracker potentials relevant for quintessence models of dark
energy [36]. Assuming #" ! MPl, which will be the case for most situations

4

Conditions necessary for chameleon 
mechanism to take place:

V,! < 0 V,!! > 0 V,!!! < 0

Balance m increase with densityStability

Case III. Chameleon

easy to satisfy, e.g.
V (!) ! M4+n

!n

To satisfy fifth force
M < 1meV

! > 0
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Thin shell effect

Allows to evade fifth force and WEP tests

!inside

!outside

Thin shell of gradient energy

!inside

Khoury and Weltman 2004

(see Burrage talk)

Cosmologically chameleon behaves like 
matter at early times and c.c. at late times 

(Like a freezing model) 

!R

R
=

1
6!Mpl

"outside ! "inside

"N

For most objects only a thin shell around the edge of the object 
contributes to the Newtonian potential
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Chameleon couplings

Generalized to large coupling regime 
(stronger than gravitational) 

Mota and Shaw 0805.3430, 
hep-ph/0608078, hep-ph.0606204

Chameleon force between two bodies with 
thin shell is independent of coupling !

If chameleons couple to photons they 
affect astronomical observations of 
polarization and luminosity (see Burrage talk)
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Caveat I. Damour-Polyakov effect

• Damour Polyakov (hep-th/9401069), considered 
string dilaton system. Naively ruled out because of 
O(1) couplings

• Cosmological evolution drives dilaton to small 
values so in practice becomes weakly coupled at 
time relevant for solar system tests

• Lesson: Weak coupling may be fundamental or it 
may arise from dynamics (will occur if couplings 
are themselves a function of D.E. fields)
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Caveat II. Dark energy without 
new degrees of freedom?

Afshordi et al. hep-th/0609150

Afshordi et al. astro-th/0702002
Cuscuton Model

Modified Source Gravity

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
µ2

#
"(!")2 " V (")

$

Designer Cosmology AJT

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
M2

pl

2
R" U(!)

#
+ Sm

$
e!2!gµ" ,"i

%

Carroll et al. astro-ph/0607458

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
M2

pl

2
R + P (X, !) + "

#
X2 "Gab!;a!;b

$
%

X = !1
2
(!")2
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Caveat II. Dark energy without 
new degrees of freedom?

Essential point: Equations for perturbations of `auxilary 
scalar field’

Schematically:

!! 0 cs !"or

!

c2
s

!
"#̈ + 3H"#̇

"
!"2"# # "$

Perturbations 
instantaneous
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Caveat II: Problems

• Setting kinetic term to zero is equivalent to going to 
infinitely strong coupling (theory will not make sense 
at quantum level)

• Second class constraints 
(not associated with any symmetry) (primary          )

• Generally not preserved under quantum corrections, 
any anomaly is disastrous 

• Quantization cannot be ignored! e.g. in inflation we 
quantize both the fields AND the metric (non-
renormalizability is dealt with by thinking of EFT)

! = 0
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Caveat III. Dark sector interactions

• Constraints on coupling of dark energy to 
visible matter are very strong in the absence 
of (kinetic) chameleon effects

• Not so with Dark Matter!

• Can think of Dark Sector as a coupled fluid?

see Parkinson talk and Baldi talk

e.g. Das et al. astro-ph/0510628
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Caveat III. Dark sector interactions

Vanilla model of dark sector interaction:

N.B. Although we dont require the chameleon mechanism 
to be active here, that doesn’t mean it wont take place!

S =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
M2

pl

2
R" 1

2
(!")2 " V (")

#
+ Svisible[gµ! ,#i] + Sdark[$(")gµ! , %i]

eg Baldi 0906.5353

or for example:

Sdark =
!

d4x
!
"g

"
"m(!)"̄" + Lkin(")

#

Recent work:
Valiviita et al. 0907.4987
Majerotto et al. 0907.4981
Caldera-Cabral et al. 0905.0492
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Model Building
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Model Building

• Two main approaches:

• 1. Either we phenomenologically fit dark 
energy without specific motivation 

• i.e. encode some functional parametrization 
of modifications to LCDM (more on this 
later)

It seems fair to say that there is no compelling 
theoretical model of dark energy
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Model Building

• 2. Or build models that tie together Dark Energy 
with some attempt toward solution of either 
coincidence or C.C. D.E. problem

• In doing latter, more likely to be distinct features 
which can be tested observationally, but at the 
same time more model dependent
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Scales
There are two natural scales associated with !

H2 =
8!G

3
"

Curvature scale

! ! m2 ! 1
R2

m = 10!33eV
R ! 3800 Mpc

Energy scale

Submillimeter scale

!! =
1

8"G
! ! m4

Cosmological scale

L = 0.1 mm
m = 1meV
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Different scales = Different resolutions

New physics at sub-mm scale

New physics at Hubble scale

Cosmological Dynamics

Either attack coincidence problem
or CC: Quantum intact, Dynamical Relaxation

 

e.g. Supersymmetric Large Extra Dimensions, 
Y. Aghababaie, C.P. Burgess, S. Parameswaran and F. Quevedo, (2004)

Neutrinos dark energy!
Fardon et al. astro-ph/0309800
Peccei hep-ph/0411137
Fardon et al. hep-ph/0507235
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Dark energy or modified gravity?

De Felice talk

e.g.  An arbitrary function of R and Gauss-Bonnet

Brans-Dicke gravity with two scalar fields with 
non-minimal coupling to GB term 

In context of a 4d theory, distinction is often a moot point: 
Always allowed to perform field redefinitions - no one 
metric is more physical!

Carroll et al., astro-ph/0410031
De Felice et al, astro-ph/0604154

S =
M2

pl

2

!
d4x
!
"gf(R,GB) + Sm

S =
M2

pl

2

!
d4x
!
"g (f(!,") + f,!(R" ") + f,"(GB " !)) + Sm
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Dark energy or modified gravity?

Only relevant point:

Is visible matter,

minimally coupled (Case I) (no direct 
coupling to Dark Energy d.o.f.) or, 

non-minimally coupled (direct coupling 
to Dark Energy d.o.f.) (Case II or III)?

A little subtle because true for 
perturbations but not manifest in action
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Three ways to hide

• Three ways:

• Case I.  D.E. is very weakly coupled to (visible) matter

• Case II. D.E. is effectively weakly coupled in vicinity of matter

• Case III. D.E. is effectively massive in vicinity of (visible) matter

Weak coupling:   Fluctuates, but we don’t care!
Massive:             Doesn’t fluctuate, no perturbations
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Case 1: Quintessence

• Freezing Models: Have w>-1 at early times but 
approaches w=-1 at begins to dominate

• Thawing Models: Look like a c.c. at early times and 
depart from c.c. as they begin to dominate

Attempt to solve coincidence problem

Essential point: Dark Energy becomes important today because of 
dynamics of quintessence field

Caldwell + Linder astro-ph/0505494Two main categories:
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Freezing Models

Scaling fields: Attractor of 
Autonomous System, D.E. 
constant fraction of total

CONTENTS 13

Figure 5. In the recent expansion history, matter and dark energy have contributed
similar amounts of energy density (shown here normalized to the present matter
density) but this is apparently coincidental. Among quintessence models, the energy
density of the cosmological constant or a thawing field di!ers substantially at early
times from freezing fields such as trackers or scalers, one example of classification of
dark energy models.

known [21, 22, 23] and for stochastic inhomogeneities shown to be unimportant in the

slow motion, weak field limit [24].

To grasp this intuitively, consider that the expansion rate of space is not a single

number but a 3 ! 3 matrix over the spatial coordinates. The analog of the Hubble

parameter is (one third) the trace of this matrix, so inhomogeneities capable of altering
the global expansion so as to mimic acceleration generically lead to changes in the other

matrix components. This induces shear or rotation of the same order as the change in

expansion, leading to an appreciably anisotropic universe. Observations however limit

shear and rotation of the expansion to be less than 5 ! 10!5–10!6 times the Hubble

term [25].

Thus, to create the illusion of acceleration one would have to carefully arrange the
material contents of the universe, adjusting the density along the line of sight (spherical

symmetry is not wholly necessary with current data quality). Again, this has long been

discussed [26, 27, 28] and indeed changes the distance-redshift relation. The simple

model of [29] poses the problem in its most basic terms, clearly demonstrating its

meaning. It considers an inhomogeneous, matter only universe with a void (! = 0 for

the Dyer-Roeder smoothness parameter) somewhere along the line of sight, extending
from z1 to z1 + !z, and finds that the distances to sources lying at higher redshift do

not agree with the FRW relation. Even for very high redshift sources where the cosmic

Freezing: Field rolls to minimum during 
deceleration (w>-1,w’<0), slows down 
as comes to dominate universe

Tracking fields: Attractor in 
sense of independence of 
initial conditions, D.E. has 
different equation of state 
to total

Linder 0801.2968

see e.g. Copeland et al. review
hep-th/0603057
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Thawing Models

Thawing quintessence models 3

Figure 2. Families of potentials which reach!! = 0.75, and have positive
values of the parameter !, for c = 0.5 (top solid line) to 5 (lowest solid

line) in steps of 0.5. The short-close-dashed line delineates the range of val-
ues allowed by recent observational data and the dotted line represents the

limit where ! = 0. The dot-dash line indicates the ten-year observational

prospects discussed in Section 3.2, while the spaced-dashed and the long-

dashed curves represent potentials with"i = 0 and "0 = 0 respectively.

3 OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

3.1 Current constraints

The present-day dark energy density parameter has an observed

value of !! ! 0.75 (Komatsu et al. 2008) and using equation (9)
we can determine which trajectories reach this value and as such

may be representative of the real world (e.g. Fig. 1).

The set of possible models is better constrained, how-

ever, by considering their representation in the w0–wa plane.

Thawing dark energy is well parameterized by the equation

(Chevallier & Polarski 2001; Linder 2003)

w(a) = w0 + wa(1 " a), (14)

wherew0 represents the present-day value ofw, andwa determines

the change in w with the scale factor a. Equation (10) can now be
used to derive expressions for w0 and wa in terms of the variables

of the autonomous system. Since a = 1 at the present day we have

w0 =
x2

0 " y2
0

x2
0
+ y2

0

, (15)

where x0 and y0 are the present-day values of x and y. The obser-
vational constraint that w is close to "1 therefore requires viable
trajectories to remain close to the y-axis at the time they reach the
semicircle indicating the correct dark energy density.

The time dependence of the equation of state is also obser-

vationally constrained, though less strongly. Combining equations

(10) and (14) leads to the expression forwa

wa = " 4x0y0

(x2
0
+ y2

0
)2

 

"3x0y0 + !0

r

3
2
y3

0 + !0

r

3
2
x2

0y0

!

,

(16)

where !0 is the present-day value of !.
The coordinates at which trajectories reach the present dark

energy density can now be used in these two equations to plot the

Figure 3. As Fig. 2, but for potentials with negative values of the parameter

! and c = 0 (lowest solid curve) to 1 (top solid line) in steps of 0.1. The
spaced-dashed line is the !wa " 1 + w0 thawing limit, while the long-

dashed curve represents the curve whereX = 3/4 (see Section 4).

predictions from families of potentials in thew0–wa plane, shown

in Figs. 2 and 3. These values are compared to the observationally-

allowed region (short-close-dashed curve) obtained by Komatsu et

al. (2008) from a combination of baryon acoustic oscillation, type

1A supernovae and WMAP5 data at a 95% confidence limit, and

would only be marginally improved by the inclusion of big-bang

nucleosynthesis constraints.

One might further worry whether the approximation of con-

stant wa is accurate enough, and indeed Dutta & Scherrer (2008)

indicated that in some parameter regions it will not be. We quantify

this below by delineating the regions of parameter space in which

wa has varied by more than 25% from redshift one to the present.

Each of the solid curves in Figs. 2 and 3 represents a family

of potentials with the same value of the parameter c in the expo-
nent, but different values of the linear parameter " and therefore

!i (remember !i = c " "). They are not the evolutionary tracks
of particular potentials, but rather indicate the points in the w0–wa

plane which different potentials have reached at the present day.

The largest values of " are at the left-hand end of the curves in

Fig. 2, where they all share a common origin at the point ["1, 0],
corresponding to the cosmological constant. Potentials at this point

have c = " which means that !i = 0 and so they are flat, while
nearby potentials have negative curvature, ie. " < 0, and corre-
spond to the case of hilltop quintessence as described by Dutta &

Scherrer (2008). Moving to the right along the curves the potentials

have decreasing values of " and hence increasing !i, ie. increas-

ingly negative initial slope.

Useful orientation into the behaviour of the family of models

comes from studying the time dependence of". We see from equa-
tion (12) that ! is monotonically increasing with time, and hence"
too is an increasing function whose initial value may be positive or

negative (we keep c > 0 throughout, corresponding to# increasing
with time). The sign of " is the same as of V !!, and hence deter-

mines whether the potential is steepening or become more shallow

with time, with " = 0 corresponding to a point of inflection in the
potential. We can then classify the models as follows. If the ini-

c# 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Thawing: Field frozen away 
from minimum at early 
times by Hubble damping 
(w~-1) then thaw w’>0

Thawing must be slow not to be 
consistent with observations

Clemson+Liddle, 0811.4676

w(a) = w0 + wa(1! a)

Caveat: Large transitions in d.e. w 
possible if at ultralow redshift z<0.02

Mortonson et al. 0908.1408
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Effective theory approach to Quintessence

Paolo Creminelli, Guido D'Amico, Jorge Norena, Filippo 
Vernizzi, 0811.0827

(Creminelli talk)

As in inflation, many ostensibly different theories 
identical to given order of perturbation theory

The action for perturbations
... integrating by parts + using background EOM

Metric perturbations in synchronous gauge:

One can always find P(!, X):  

("Q+ pQ)(t) and M4(t) are completely unconstrained

!=t and the correct "Q(t) and pQ(t) 

No field redefinition ambiguities: 

Perturbations cannot be 
switched off if """"Q+ pQ ! 0

Building up the action

K-essence:

Let us expand around: 

Action for perturbations, making explicit the background dependence

Convenient parametrization: only a finite number of terms 
typically relevant at a given order

helps to reorganize perturbation theory to simplify

Friday, September 11, 2009
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• Virtue: Encodes ALL single field theories of 
quintessence in a unified framework designed to 
make possibilites of perturbation theory manifest 

• Gain: Learn whole space of possibilites,

• e.g. 1. we can cross the phantom divide in a ghost 
free way 

• e.g. 2. enhanced symmetry at 

Paolo Creminelli, Guido D'Amico, Jorge Norena, Filippo 
Vernizzi, 0811.0827

cs = 0

(Creminelli talk)

Effective theory approach to Quintessence
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Three ways to hide

• Three ways:

• Case I.  D.E. is very weakly coupled to (visible) matter

• Case II. D.E. is effectively weakly coupled in vicinity of matter

• Case III. D.E. is effectively massive in vicinity of (visible) matter

Weak coupling:   Fluctuates, but we don’t care!
Massive:             Doesn’t fluctuate, no perturbations
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Case II: Example: The Galileon

Again, as follows from Galilean invariance, the variation of the above term w.r.t. ! only depends
on second derivatives of !. We can go on and study higher order invariants. In the Appendix
we show that formally there exists one and only one such Galilean-invariant at each order in
!. However, since each derivative Lagrangian term we will construct will be associated with
one Cayley invariant of the matrix "µ"!!, we will have as many non-trivial derivative Galilean
invariants as the rank of "µ"!!, that is the number of spacetime dimensions. In particular, in 4D
we only have five invariants: from the tadpole term, to a quintic derivative interaction 4.

At n-th order in !, the generic structure of a Galileo-invariant Lagrangian term is ("2!)n!2"!"!.
For notational convenience, let’s denote by ! the matrix of second derivatives of !, !µ

! ! "µ"!!.
Also the brackets [ . . . ] stand for the trace operator, and the ‘·’ stands for the standard Lorentz-
invariant contraction of indices. So, for instance

[!] "! · "! ! !! "µ!"µ! . (33)

Then, up to fifth order in ! the Galileo-invariant terms are

L1 = ! (34)

L2 = "1
2 "! · "! (35)

L3 = "1
2 [!] "! · "! (36)

L4 = "1
4

!

[!]2 "! · "! " 2 [!] "! · ! · "! " [!2] "! · "! + 2 "! · !2 · "!
"

(37)

L5 = "1
5

!

[!]3 "! · "! " 3[!]2 "! · ! · "! " 3[!][!2] "! · "! + 6[!] "! · !2 · "!

+2[!3] "! · "! + 3[!2] "! · ! · "! " 6 "! · !3 · "!
"

(38)

The overall normalizations have been chosen to have simple normalizations in the equations of
motion, see below. Higher order Galileo-invariants are trivial in 4D, being just total derivatives.

For our purposes it is more convenient to work directly at the level of the equations of motion,
where there are no integration-by-parts ambiguities, and only second derivatives appear. Defining
Ei ! "Li

"# , we get

E1 = 1 (39)

E2 = !! (40)

E3 = (!!)2 " ("µ"!!)2 (41)

E4 = (!!)3 " 3 !!("µ"!!)2 + 2("µ"!!)3 (42)

E5 = (!!)4 " 6(!!)2("µ"!!)2 + 8 !!("µ"!!)3 + 3
#

("µ"!!)2
$2 " 6("µ"!!)4 (43)

where by ("µ"!!)n we denote the cyclic contraction, ("µ"!!)n ! [!n].
The complete Lagrangian for ! is a linear combination of the above invariants

L# =
5

%

i=1

ci Li , (44)

4In 1D, i.e. mechanics, we just have two: the Galilean kinetic energy 1

2
m ẋ2 and the linear potential x.

9

Logic: write down every term in 
action consistent with symmetry

! ! ! + c
! ! ! + vµxµ

!µ
! = !µ!!"

Nicolis et al. 0811.2197

F. Silva poster

Deffayet et al. 0901.1413
Chow and Khoury. 0905.1325

Self-acceleration 
without ghosts!
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Symmetries

• Nonlinearly realized symmetry does not commute 
with the Poincare group

• Origin of peculiar causality/locality and analyticity 
properties

• Perturbations propagate on an Effective metric 
with respect to which things appear causal

Remember that Coleman-Mandula theorem tells 
us all linearly realized bosonic symmetries must 

commute with Poincare

Adams et al. hep-th/0602178

Babichev et al. 0708.0561
Symmetries arise as Inonu-Wigner contraction of 

higher dimensional Poincare/de Sitter group
Hence relationship with DGP etc
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Case II: Example: k-Mouflage

Babichev, Deffayet, Ziour,  0905.2943

Generalization of galileon, k-Mouflage gravity, engineered 
to have kinetic chameleon effect (hence the name)

S =
M2

pl

2

!
d4x
!
"g

"
R + !m2"R + 2m2H(")

#
+ Sm

H(!)MG =
"

2
(!!)3 +

#

2
(!!!;ab!

;ab)
H(!)DGP = m2!!!;a!;a

H(!)K = K(m2!a!a)
H(!)Gal = m2(!;a!;a)(2(!!)2 ! 2(!ab!

ab))
H(!)CovGal = m2(!;a!;a)(2(!!)2 ! 2(!ab!

ab)! 1
2
("!)2R)
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Three ways to hide

• Three ways:

• Case I.  D.E. is very weakly coupled to (visible) matter

• Case II. D.E. is effectively weakly coupled in vicinity of matter

• Case III. D.E. is effectively massive in vicinity of (visible) matter

Weak coupling:   Fluctuates, but we don’t care!
Massive:             Doesn’t fluctuate, no perturbations
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Case III: Chameleons 

Upadhye talk
chameleon effect rescues relativistic star from 
apparent singularity Upadhye+Hu, 0905.4055
see also  Babichev + Langlois, 0904.1382

Mechanism has been most used at rescuing f(R) theories

i.e. allowing nontrivial dynamics at 
horizon scales without being ruled 
out by solar system tests

Generally important in nonlinear dynamics
e.g. Do relativistic stars exist 

in f(R) gravity?
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Case III: Chameleons Issues

m! ! !
!2

UV

Mpl
! 1meV

! ! O(1)

!UV ! TeV

Naively not technically natural

when

Adiabatic Instability (for 
strongly coupled chameleons)

Type of Jeans instability, exponential growth 
of small scale modesc2

s < 0

Bean et al. 0709.1128
Bean et al. 0709.1124
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Physical Implications of 
Dark Energy Models
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Testing models

Solar system: Perihelion
& lunar laser ranging
Pulsars
constrain dark energy/
visible matter couplings

Gravitational: Cosmological or 
solar system/astrophysical

Cosmological: 
Expansion history, growth of structure
Supernovae, weak lensing, clusters, 
BAO etc.

Astrophysical:Fifth forces

Laboratory

New particles?
Submillimeter gravity tests
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f(R)
massive gravity

eg.

ds2 = gµ!dxµdx! = e2" ĝµ!dxµdx!

for scalar linear perturbations

ds2 =! (1 + 2!) dt2 + a2 (1! 2") d#x2

=!
!
1 + 2(!̂ + $)

"
dt2 + a2

!
1! 2("̂ ! $)

"
d#x2

in the absence of anisotropic sources,

!̂! "̂ = 0 !! " "= 0

Theories where    is a physical d.o.f. 
typically produce an anisotropic stress

!

Perturbation theory
Nonminimal coupling between dark energy and matter
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Parameterizing ignorance

Various different conventions

In Newtonian gauge, parametrize modification to usual 
perturbation equations via

two new `parameters’

`PPF’ formalism:
analogue of PPN

Vanderveld talk

Gravitational Slip
Caldwell et al. astro-ph/0703375

!

"
= 1 + #

Amendola et al. 0704.2421
!2! = 4"Ga2Q!M#

Lensing ISW
Galaxy Peculiar Velocities
Galaxy Surveys

! + "
!
!
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Parameterizing ignorance
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FIG. 2: The matter density contrast is shown versus the scale
factor, for di!erent values of !0. The time evolution is ob-
tained by integrating Eqs. (7) and (8), with initial conditions
" = !10!5, "̇ = 0.0 for k = 0.01Mpc!1. Positive (negative)
values of !0 enhance (slow) the growth of density perturba-
tions.
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FIG. 3: The degree of deviation from the Poisson equation
versus scale factor is shown for di!erent values of !0. Because
! is scale-independent, so too is the ratio !k2"/(4#Ga2$%).
For positive (negative) !0, a given " corresponds to a larger
(smaller) density contrast than in GR.

contrast ! continues to grow via gravitational instability,
although the rate of growth is slowed. The evolution of
" can be understood in terms of a competition between
the expansion diluting the matter density and stretching
" shallower, and the accretion of matter sourcing and
deepening ". In GR, the accelerated expansion upsets the
balance in favor of dilution, so that " becomes shallower
and ! grows more slowly. When #0 != 0, the compe-
tition between e!ects changes. Numerically integrating
Eqs. (7) and (8), we find that #0 > 0 causes " to become
even shallower, yet the density contrast grows faster, as
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. This seems counter-intuitive,
since the shallower potential should provide weaker at-
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FIG. 4: The CMB quadrupole moment is shown versus !0.
As explained in the text, the quadratic dependence can be
understood in terms of the influence of !0 on the ISW ef-
fect.(Reproduced from DCCM with our new normalization
Eq. (3).)

traction for the accretion of surrounding matter. In the
case #0 < 0, the potential " becomes more negative
or deeper, and the density contrast grows more slowly.
Likewise, the deeper potential should provide greater at-
traction. But here the di!erence between " and $ is
important. As seen in Fig. 1, the potential " grows shal-
lower (deeper) for #0 > 0 (< 0). However, the potential
responsible for acceleration $ = (1 + #)" behaves oppo-
sitely, becoming deeper (shallower). Hence, the competi-
tion swings in favor of increased clustering over dilution
by the expansion.

The new behavior of " and ! implies a correction to the
Poisson equation. As seen in Fig. 3, for #0 > 0 (< 0),
the density contrast grows more (less) rapidly and the
potential " becomes shallower (deeper), so that the ratio

" " #k2"/(4%Ga2!&) (9)

grows smaller (larger). This suggests that we can restore
the Poisson equation by introducing a time-dependent
gravitational constant Geff = G", whence #k2" =
4%Geffa2!&. Note that Geff is not a free function, but is
determined by Eqs. (4-6). Because we have chosen # to
be scale-independent, Geff is too. A di!erent strategy,
whereby the time- and space-dependence of Geff is im-
posed separately [20], will not necessarily satisfy Eqs. (4-
6).

We can use this new understanding to explain the cu-
rious behavior of the large-angular scale CMB anisotropy
spectrum. The e!ect of #0 != 0 on the low l moments
of the CMB anisotropy is not monotonic, as seen in
Fig. 4. The cause is the suppression of the integrated
Sachs-Wolfe e!ect (ISW) at #0 $ 1. If the gravitational
potentials in the Universe are evolving with time, CMB
photons will lose less (more) energy climbing out of po-
tential wells than they gained falling in, resulting in a net

Daniel et al. 0901.0919

Gravitational SlippingFor instance, 
phenomenological 
parameterization:

! = !0
"d.e.

"d.m.
! a3!0

Recent work: 
Daniel 0909.0532
Serra et al. 0901.0917
Daniel et al. 0802.1068
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Parameterizing ignorance

Similarly we can parameterize growth index

and Q eg.

for which
Linder + Cahn astro-ph/0701317

Kunz and Sapone 0909.0007

Linder astro-ph/0507263d ln(!m)
d ln a

= !m(a)!

! =
3

!
1! w !

!
Q!1

1!!m(a)

""

5! 6w

Q! 1 =
(1! !m)

!m
(1 + w)

a!3w

1! 3w + 2k2c2
sa

3H2
0!m
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Nonlinear theory: Large scale structure

see Schmidt talk, Wyman talk, Scoccimarro talk

Screening mechanisms of Case II + III inherently nonlinear!:
Unclear any parameterization of linear 

theory will do the job

Full N-body simulations are hard work

Ultimately these parametrizations likely to be too naive
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Large Equivalence principle violations?
Chameleon versus kinetic chameleon

Hui et al. 0905.2966

Chameleon Mechanism can have O(1) EP violations
Can screen large objects but not small

1. small galaxies accelerate faster than large galaxies

Same effects strongly suppressed for kinetic chameleon!

2. voids associated with small galaxies appear larger

3. stars and diffuse gas in small galaxies should have 
different velocities even if on same orbit

4. lensing and dynamical mass estimates should agree 
for large but disagree for small galaxies
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Conclusion
• If not C.C.: Three ways to hide Dark Energy d.o.f. = I 

quintessence, II kinetic chameleon, III chameleon

• Nontrivial interactions between dark energy and dark 
matter allowed

• Constraints in equation of state will improve but never 
really rule out C.C.

• Ultimately distinction between models comes down to 
impact of new d.o.f. seen in perturbations/growth of 
structure, or if we are lucky in more direct ways e.g. large 
equivalence principle violations
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